
1. Introduction
A nearly ubiquitous feature of planetary atmospheres in the solar system are rapidly rotating flows in polar 
regions, that are generally referred to as polar vortices. These features may be explained by consideration of 
basic physical constraints. At the most fundamental level, rapidly rotating planets have a minimum of angular 
momentum on the axis of rotation, and a maximum at the equator. Due to their rotation, planetary bodies may be 
expected to develop polar cyclonic flow as a result of transport of air between different latitudes, which will tend 
to increase the angular momentum at high latitudes, and decrease it at low latitudes. Such transport may arise 
through a variety of forms, including turbulence and wave stresses or the induced circulation arising from local 
heating or cooling anomalies (Andrews et al., 1987).

Transport of angular momentum alone, however, cannot be used directly to determine the development of cy-
clonic polar motions because background rotation and density stratification combine to place further dynamical 
constraints on the nature of the transport. An elegant way to view these constraints is through another dynamical 
quantity, the potential vorticity (PV), closely related to angular momentum and its conservation. PV, q, may be 
defined as,
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Plain Language Summary Polar vortices are often described as the rotational motion of air in the 
polar regions of planets, this includes large vortices where flow circumnavigates the pole and smaller vortices 
that are centered within polar regions. The most commonly discussed polar vortices are those in Earth's 
stratosphere, which have given rise to the ozone hole. More recently a number of other circulation patterns have 
been described as polar vortices, on Earth, and other planets. We review key features of these different polar 
vortices, and explain their similarities and differences using decades of theory, observations and modeling 
from the geophysical fluid dynamics community. We review how the different dynamical and chemical 
structures evolve as features of the polar vortex structures, and why they are integral to the makeup of planetary 
atmospheres. We conclude by summarizing the latest knowledge on potential polar vortices outside of our solar 
system, which to date are only theorized.
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𝑞𝑞 =
𝜁𝜁𝑎𝑎 ⋅ ∇𝜃𝜃

𝜌𝜌
, (1)

where ζa is the absolute vorticity vector, ∇θ is the potential temperature 
gradient, and ρ is the air density. The material conservation of PV on fluid 
particles is essentially a statement of local angular momentum conservation. 
In contrast to angular momentum, an atmosphere at rest has maximum PV 
over the pole, equal to the product of the planetary rotation rate and back-
ground density stratification (Equation 1). We refer to this resting maximum 
as the polar planetary PV. Material conservation of PV then implies that, 
again in the absence of other forces, transport alone cannot cause local PV 
values to increase beyond the polar planetary value. This property contains 
implicitly the dynamical constraints governing angular momentum transport 
in the presence of density stratification, at least for geostrophic flows. One 
consequence, for example, is that Rossby wave breaking, one of the dominant 
dynamical processes responsible for changes to the zonally symmetric atmos-
phere, may not on its own cause an increase in angular momentum (Wood & 
McIntyre, 2010).

To illustrate, in Earth's stratosphere the winter polar vortex is ultimately a 
result of local diabatic cooling in the polar night. Although such thermal 

forcing does not appear directly as a forcing of angular momentum, the induced circulation alters angular mo-
mentum through poleward transport, while the associated changes to the stratification lead to an associated PV 
increase, resulting in values significantly in excess of the polar planetary value (Andrews et al., 1987). Another 
way of understanding the increase in PV in terms of angular momentum transport is through the impermeability 
theorem, which states that the total PV between isentropic surfaces (surfaces of constant potential temperature) 
must be conserved, even in the presence of diabatic forcing (Haynes & McIntyre, 1990). Cooling thus leads to an 
increase in concentration of PV through tightening of the isentropes.

The above considerations suggest that polar vortices will always be cyclonic and dependent ultimately on the 
planets rate of rotation (Table 1 lists some useful planetary parameters, for comparison). Beyond that, however, 
there is no well-established definition for the term polar vortex. A polar vortex has become synonymous with 
multiple atmospheric features, often meaning a different thing to different communities, even for a single plan-
et. For instance, on Earth the term polar vortex has been used to refer to three distinct atmospheric features: a 
stratospheric polar vortex and a tropospheric polar vortex that have strong winds that encircle the pole, as well as 
smaller scale tropopause polar vortices that lie in the polar region (Waugh et al., 2017). Polar vortex has also been 
used in reference to different features on Venus (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2017) and Saturn (Fletcher et al., 2018). 
These vortices have different structures, genesis, and maintenance mechanisms, but a commonality is that they 
correspond to coherent regions of PV. While the PV dynamics discussed above are near-universal, there are also 
many significant differences between the structures of planetary polar circulations, which motivates us to further 
refine the definition into two types, such that we employ the following definition:

A polar vortex is a coherent structure with absolute PV that is larger than the polar planetary PV, and that is cen-
tered over or near the pole. This can be split into two types:
 • Type I: flows in which there is a predominantly circumpolar cyclonic flow. Examples include the winter polar 

circulations of Earth and Titan's stratosphere and Mars' lower atmosphere.
 • Type II: flows of smaller horizontal scale in which zonal asymmetries are large enough that strong circumpolar 

flow is absent or of secondary importance. Examples include the Jovian vortex clusters, or synoptic-scale 
tropospheric polar cyclones on Earth.

This classification is not the only possible one and even within each vortex Type, there exists a great diversity in 
vortex circulation patterns. On Earth, Mars and Saturn's moon, Titan, there is a single near-circular Type I vortex, 
with strong circumpolar winds, at the winter pole, but the detailed structure and variability differs between the 
vortices (Mitchell et al., 2015; Teanby et al., 2008). In general, single polar vortices also exist in each hemisphere 
on Saturn and Venus, but with more varied shapes: A summer-time hexagonal wave surrounds that in Saturn's 

a (103 km) Day (Earth = 1) Obliquity (°) Ro Ld/a

Venus 6.05 117 177 10 70

Earth 6.37 1 23.45 0.1 0.3

Mars 3.40 1.03 23.98 0.1 0.6

Jupiter 71.4 0.41 3.13 0.02 0.03

Saturn 60.3 0.44 26.73 0.06 0.03

Uranus 25.6 0.72 97.77 0.1 0.1

Neptune 24.8 0.67 28.32 0.1 0.1

Titan 2.58 16 27 2 10

Note. The day values are normalized to Earth. The second from last column 
shows the Rossby number estimated at mid-latitudes. The final column shows 
an estimate of the ratio of the Rossby deformation radius, Ld, to the planetary 
radius, a, evaluated at mid-latitudes. The obliquity values were taken from 
Taylor (2010) and all other values were taken from Showman et al. (2010), 
and readers are referred there for the full calculation and assumptions.

Table 1 
Planetary Parameters Relevant for the Discussion of Polar Vortices
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northern pole (Fletcher et al., 2018), while the polar vortex core on Venus has a highly variable shape, with sig-
nificant morphological changes on timescales of days (Garate-Lopez et al., 2013). In contrast to the other planets, 
there is not a single vortex at the poles of Jupiter but rather multiple rapidly rotating structures, with differing 
numbers and configuration between hemispheres (Adriani et al., 2018).

The cause of many of the differences in planetary polar vortices are not known, and there is a need for a better 
understanding of the fundamental processes controlling the formation, structure, and evolution of polar vortices. 
This is needed not only to understand the atmospheric circulation on each planet, but also to understand the 
atmospheric trace species chemistry. Unique transport, microphysical, and chemical processes can occur within 
polar vortices that result in significant differences in the composition within and outside the vortices. Perhaps, 
the most well-known is the ozone depletion and formation that occurs within Earth's stratospheric polar vortices, 
and especially the Antarctic one (Farman et al., 1985). But there are other examples, for instance condensation 
(and seasonal removal of) CO2 occurs within the Martian polar vortices (Haberle et al., 2017), and there are 
enhanced concentrations of complex hydrocarbons and formation of ice clouds in Titan's polar vortices (de Kok 
et al., 2014; Teanby et al., 2017; Vinatier et al., 2018). Thus, understanding polar vortex dynamics and transport 
is key for understanding Earth's ozone hole, the condensation of carbon dioxide at Mars' polar ice caps, the chem-
istry of Titan's polar regions, and most likely microphysical-chemical processes occurring in the polar regions of 
other planets and exoplanets.

Here, we review our current knowledge of the structure and dynamics of planetary polar vortices. In Section 2, we 
discuss our knowledge of Earth's polar vortices as the best observed “archetype” of a polar vortex. In Section 3, 
we highlight what observations tell us about the diversity of polar vortices on other planets. In Section 4, we 
discuss developments in theory and idealized-through to comprehensive-numerical models which have helped to 
explain many of the observed features, with Section 5 also doing this for laboratory experiments. Throughout, we 
highlight both the diversity, as well as fundamental dynamical similarities between vortices on different planets. 
We discuss where knowledge gaps remain, the observational, experimental, and theoretical advances needed to 
address them, and, in Section 6, the possible range of vortices that may exist on the planets in other solar systems.

2. An Archetype: Earth's Stratospheric Polar Vortices
Earth's Type I stratospheric polar vortex is not visible to the naked eye because there are no vortex-scale cloud 
structures associated with it. However, the vortex has been observed using meteorological fields from multi-
ple measuring systems; initially from stratosphere-penetrating radiosondes and rocketsondes (Gutenberg, 1949; 
Scherhag, 1952), but more recently from satellite measurements (Wright et al., 2021). The vortices can also be 
seen in satellite measurements of trace gases. Most notably, measurements of the Antarctic ozone hole that forms 
inside the Southern Hemisphere vortex (Schoeberl & Hartmann, 1991).

The stratospheric polar vortices are most readily characterized by strong circumpolar westerlies which maximize 
at around 60° latitude, from just above the tropopause (∼150 hPa) into the mesosphere (above 1 hPa; see Fig-
ure 1). These strong westerlies form in autumn when there is no solar heating in polar regions, strengthen during 
winter as a consequence of the large-scale temperature gradients, and then weaken and become weak easterlies in 
spring-summer as sunlight returns to the polar regions (e.g., Waugh & Polvani, 2010).

Historically, Earth's vortices were analyzed in terms of zonal winds or geopotential height but more dynamical 
insight can be gained by using PV (Andrews et al., 1987; Hoskins et al., 1985). Earth's stratosphere is highly 
stably stratified and mostly stable to both barotropic and baroclinic disturbances as PV generally increases in 
magnitude monotonically toward the pole. The polar vortices in both hemispheres have strong gradients in PV 
marking the vortex edge which acts as a mixing barrier between the vortex interior and the lower latitude surf 
zone (Figure 1b).

In the Northern Hemisphere, the stable vortex state (Figure 2, left) can be disrupted by upward propagating 
Rossby and gravity waves. The planetary waves are generally filtered to low wavenumbers around the tropopause 
because higher wavenumber waves cannot propagate through the strong stratospheric westerly winds (Charney 
& Drazin, 1961), leading to mainly wavenumber 1 and 2 disturbances on the polar vortex (Figure 2 middle and 
right). These events are extreme, often causing localized heating of >70◦ C over a couple of days, and in many 
cases resulting in the complete breakdown of the polar vortex, either by displacing the polar vortex far from the 
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pole, or splitting the parent vortex into two child vortices (Charlton & Polvani, 2007). Such events are termed 
Sudden Stratospheric Warmings (Baldwin et al., 2020) and often result in tropospheric jet disturbances and asso-
ciated extreme cold weather over Europe and North America (Baldwin & Dunkerton, 2001; Mitchell et al., 2013; 
Domeisen & Butler, 2020; Kolstad et al., 2010). However, while the causal relationship between the polar vortex 
breakdown and surface weather is well documented, the exact linking-mechanisms are still debated (Kidston 
et al., 2015).

The upward propagating waves arise, in part, due to surface orography and land-ocean contrast which are more 
abundant in the Northern Hemisphere. A consequence of this is that there are fewer and weaker waves in the 
Southern Hemisphere and the polar vortex is stronger and more stable than its northern counterpart. The sea-
sonal lifetime of the southern vortex is longer, and there has only been one major southern Sudden Stratospheric 

Figure 1. Winter zonal potential vorticity (PV) and zonal wind cross-sections as a function of altitude for Venus (a), Earth (b), Mars (c), and Titan (d). (a) Southern 
hemisphere monthly mean zonal-mean scaled potential vorticity (shading, scaling, and PV calculations according to Piccialli et al. (2012) and Garate-Lopez 
et al. (2016)), zonal wind (solid contours, units of ms−1), and potential temperature (dashed contours, corresponding to 300, 400, … K). (b–d) Northern hemisphere 
monthly mean zonal-mean Lait-scaled potential vorticity (shading (Lait, 1994)), zonal wind (solid contours, units of ms−1), and potential temperature (dashed contours, 
corresponding to 200, 300 … K). Data are taken from the following sources: (a) 30 Earth days (28 March–26 April 2008) of the AFES-Venus general circulation model 
with VALEDAS data assimilation, described in Sugimoto et al. (2019); (b) the ERA5 reanalysis data set, averaged over December-January-February for 1979–2019; 
(c) the OpenMARS reanalysis data set, averaged over Ls 255°–285° from MY 24–32; and (d) analysis of Cassini Composite InfraRed Spectrometer data from Sharkey 
et al. (2020b), averaged over Ls 325°–345° (September 2006–April 2008). The compressed axis represents Titan's troposphere. Note. Positive winds are defined as in 
the direction of the rotation of the planet, which for Venus is in the opposite sense to the other planets. Figure adapted from Ball et al. (2021), Mitchell and Ball (2021), 
Sharkey et al. (2020b), and Waugh et al. (2016).
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Warming in the 60 years of observations, as opposed to ∼45 reported cases in the northern hemisphere (Butler 
et al., 2017; Charlton & Polvani, 2007; Krüger et al., 2005).

One consequence of the strengthened southern vortex is that the vortex edge is a strong mixing barrier, isolating 
polar air which allows it to get extremely cold. This results in the formation of polar stratospheric clouds through-
out the vortex every winter, providing sites for heterogeneous reactions and leading to chemical destruction of 
ozone and formation of the Antarctic ozone hole within the vortex (Schoeberl & Hartmann, 1991). The weaker 
northern vortex does not get so cold, and the formation of polar stratospheric clouds and depletion of ozone is less 
in the northern polar vortex (Ivy et al., 2017).

The influence of Earth's polar vortex is not limited to the stratosphere, and variability in the vortex has an impact 
on surface weather and climate. This includes trends in Southern Hemisphere summer circulation, and associated 
weather, and ocean circulation, which have been linked to the ozone hole induced strengthening of the Antarctic 
polar vortex (Thompson et al., 2011).

Given the importance of the polar vortices on Earth, it is perhaps unsurprising how much research has focused 
on them. These theoretical, modeling and laboratory studies are reviewed in Section 4, along with the links to 
other planetary bodies.

3. The Diversity of Polar Vortices
3.1. Terrestrial Planets in the Solar System

3.1.1. Venus

Mercury does not have a substantial atmosphere, so the closest planet to the Sun with polar vortices is Venus 
(Taylor et al., 1979). Data on the polar vortices from Venus were first collected in 1974 by Mariner 10, with a 
number of additional flyby and orbiter missions since, culminating in the Akatsuki craft making orbit in Decem-
ber 2015 and remaining operational ever since. While space-based missions to Venus' atmosphere have been 
numerous, with the atmosphere having been imaged earlier than any planet other than Earth, the longevity and 
sophistication of the missions have not necessarily been on par with some missions sent to Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Titan, at least when considering the polar atmospheres.

The atmosphere of Venus is thick, with numerous cloud layers and strong superrotation (Read & Lebonnois, 2018). 
The Venusian atmospheric circulation has been reviewed in detail by Sánchez-Lavega et al. (2017), including a 
dedicated section on the polar vortices and cold collars. As noted in Sánchez-Lavega et al. (2017), the term polar 
vortex has been used to describe different polar features on Venus, namely a coherent hemispheric-scale swirling 
wind pattern (Figure 3), and a highly energetic tropical-cyclone-like vortex that precesses around the pole, and 

Figure 2. The different states of Earth's northern hemisphere stratospheric polar vortex. Northern polar stereographic plots of snapshots of Ertel (theta-normalized) 
potential vorticity in the mid stratosphere (10 hPa, ∼30 km) during (left) a stable period, (middle) a vortex displaced period, and (right) vortex split period. Units are 
potential vorticity units (Kang & Tziperman, 2017).
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is surrounded by a region of colder air “the cold collar” (Figure 4). Here, we refer to the former as “the polar 
vortex,” and the latter as “the polar vortex eye.” Due to the small axial tilt of Venus (Table 1), there are no strong 
seasonal influences, so polar vortex structures exist all year round and share many similarities between hemi-
spheres such as depressed cloud layers inside the vortices which indicate downwelling. It was these cloud features 
that first pointed toward the presence of the southern polar vortex (Suomi, 1974; Suomi & Limaye, 1978), and 
later the northern one (Taylor, 2014).

At the cloud top level the southern polar vortex extends to mid-latitudes and is elliptical, which might be indica-
tive of wave two planetary wave forcing (Suomi & Limaye, 1978; Figure 3). Understanding the exact latitudinal 
extent of the polar vortices has proven difficult, especially given the variable vortex morphology (e.g., Figure 4). 
This difficulty has arisen, in part, due to the lack of in situ wind measurements (Gierasch et  al.,  1997), al-
though approximations have been derived, for example, through using thermal sounding measurements (Piccialli 
et al., 2012), tracking of cloud features (Limaye & Suomi, 1981), or through a full Venusian reanalysis (which is 
a combination of observations and atmospheric modeling to provide a holistic estimate of the climate (Sugimoto 
et al., 2019)). By considering a derived zonal mean PV quantity, Piccialli et al. (2012) claimed that there was 
no latitude of significantly increased PV gradient at most altitudes, which would have indicated a presence of a 
vortex mixing barrier (i.e., a vortex edge). Their analysis was based on cyclostrophically balanced flow inferred 
from limited latitudinal thermal gradients, so this could have led to artificially damped PV gradients. In one re-
gion of the atmosphere, around the top of the cloud layer (∼58 km), they did show some increase in the strength 
of the latitudinal PV gradient, and this would coincide with coherent PV structures derived from Venus Express 

Figure 3. Example images which capture the varied nature of polar vortices on different planets and moons. The Venus panel shows a time-composite of images in the 
UV of the south polar region. The first image was taken on day 38 of 1974, and each segment of the composite shows an image taken ∼12 hr after this first (Suomi & 
Limaye, 1978). Earth image shows the south polar region, and is total column ozone for 13 September 2014 from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument instrument on the 
NASA Aura satellite (https://visibleearth.nasa.gov/images/84 382/un-panel-ozone-layer-on-the-road-to-recovery/84382f). The ozone is calculated from solar back-
scatter radiation in the visible and ultraviolet. Mars image is of the northern polar region (40°–90°N) taken on 22 October 2012, from a MARCI/MRO color composite, 
which highlights dust activity (NASA/JPL/MSSS). Titan image shows the south polar region, taken in false color by ISS/Cassini (image from NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space 
Science Institute). Jupiter image shows the northern Type II polar vortex, taken in IR from the Juno spacecraft on the 2 February 2017. A latitude circle is shown at 
80°N (Adriani et al., 2018). The Saturn image shows the north polar region taken in the visible with ISS/Cassini (NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space Science Institute). Uranus 
image shows the north polar region (∼100° clockwise of the center) as an enhanced adaptive optics near-IR image from the Keck II telescope, taken on 26 July 2012 
(Sromovsky et al., 2015). Neptune image is an enhanced near-IR H-band adaptive optics image from the Keck II telescope, taken on 3 July 2013 (Tollefson et al., 2018).
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(Garate-Lopez et al., 2016; see also Figure 4). In both Piccialli et al. (2012) and Limaye et al. (2009), this max-
imum seems to be at ∼65°S in the southern hemisphere, although an equivalent has not been estimated for the 
northern hemisphere. Limaye et al. (2009) indicate that at this altitude, the vortex may be annular, although this 
is not observed by Piccialli et al. (2012) or in zonal mean PV analyses (Figure 1a).

Within this larger vortex structure, the most striking feature is the central core, which due to its chaotic nature 
sometimes appears as a dipolar “S” shape, a monopole, or a tripole and is indicated by the bright UV regions 
in Figure 4. It is present in both hemispheres, but based on current data is particularly apparent in the Southern 
Hemisphere (Figure 4) where it rotates at a much faster rate than its northern counterpart (Piccioni et al., 2007). 
Analogous features are seen in Earth's tropical cyclones leading to speculation that some of the controlling fac-
tors between the two are the same, although the spatial scale and lifetimes of the two are very different (Limaye 
et al., 2009). For instance, while Venus' wider polar vortex structures have persisted throughout observations 
thereby existing for at least 40 years (and probably much longer), the more variable features in the core are gen-
erated through dynamical instabilities, lasting a couple of days, which is longer than similar features in Earth's 
tropical cyclones. The three orbits shown in Figure 4 reveal three very different southern vortex eye structures, 
but are just a small subset on Venusian morphology's that have been observed (Garate-Lopez et al., 2016).

The brighter cloud-free regions observed on Venus may indicate downwelling (Garate-Lopez et  al.,  2016) 
from the poleward and descending branches of the Hadley circulation (Luz et al., 2011), although there is still 
some debate in the literature over this owing to the lack of meridional wind measurements poleward of 70° 
(Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2017). It has been proposed that the vortices formed due to a combination of diurnal 
tides, and baroclinic waves (Yamamoto & Takahashi, 2015). The complex structural features of the polar vortex 
eyes seem to be present at multiple vertical depths, but the vortices are highly baroclinic in nature (Garate-Lopez 
et al., 2013, 2015, 2016).

3.1.2. Mars

Mars' polar atmosphere has received more focused observations than Venus. So much so that we even have mul-
tiple reanalysis data sets (Greybush et al., 2012; Holmes et al., 2020; Montabone, Marsh, et al., 2014). Reanalysis 
data show that the Martian polar vortices, which extend throughout the lower atmosphere (∼0–50 km), decrease 
in area with height and retain the same orientation in the vertical (Mitchell et al., 2015; Figure 1c). A striking 
annular PV structure is clear in observations, reanalysis and some models, with the vortex edge coinciding with 
the edge of the meridional circulation (Banfield et al., 2004; Mitchell et al., 2015). Zonal averages of PV show a 
maximum at around 75°–80°, with opposing PV gradients on either side of this maximum. This implies unstable 
flow (Andrews, 1987) and suggests there must be a stabilizing force acting on the polar circulation.

Figure 4. The air-temperature of the 330 K isentropic surface of the southern hemisphere on Venus showing the vortex core (brighter regions) and wider vortex 
structure (darker regions). This is around the upper cloud level (∼58 km). The panels show data derived from three different orbits of the Venus Express, which are 
orbits (left) 038, (middle) 310, and (right) 475. The estimated error is about 9 K on average. Latitude circles are plotted at 5° intervals from the south pole. The white 
pixels and lines are due to the lack of thermal information. Figure from Garate-Lopez et al. (2016).
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The ring of PV is thought to form because of the latent heating due to CO2 condensation inside the vortex, which 
decreases PV there (Toigo et  al.,  2017). The PV field is relatively smooth when averaged over 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 30 Martian 
days, but on shorter timescales much smaller scale PV features are apparent (Waugh et al., 2016). There is some 
suggestion that these features are associated with spatially inhomogeneous latent heat released during the CO2 
transition from gaseous to solid form, with atmospheric aerosol acting as cloud condensation nuclei (Rostami 
et al., 2018), but they may also be due to instabilities (Seviour et al., 2017), or simply artifacts of the reanalysis.

In most years the characteristics (e.g., size and shape) of the Martian vortex are relatively constant throughout 
the winter, but during years with hemispheric-scale dust storms there can be a major disruption through shifting 
the descending branch of the overturning circulation (Ball et al., 2021; Guzewich et al., 2016; Wang, 2007). Due 
to the change in dynamics and radiative absorption, “rapid polar warming” events can occur on daily timescales 
(Mitchell et al., 2015). A global dust storm in Martian year 28 had a particularly striking impact on the northern 
vortex, as seen in Figure 5a. The major growth of this dust storm likely occurred in the southern mid-latitudes, 
shortly before the northern winter solstice (Wang & Richardson, 2015). Zonal winds were weakened by up to 
40 ms−1 compared to a multiannual average of later years in which no global dust storm occurred (Figure 5b). 
PV in the vortex was also weakened significantly, with the annulus of high PV being completely destroyed (Ball 
et al., 2021). Regional dust storms, which do not encircle the planet but still have high dust loading over a large 
area (>1.6 × 106 km2) and last for multiple sols, may also influence polar vortex dynamics (Cantor et al., 2001). 
Large regional dust storms in the southern hemisphere have been shown to affect the northern vortex, such as 
the dust storm in Martian year 26 which caused the northern vortex to shrink and weaken in PV terms (Mitchell 
et al., 2015; Montabone, Mitchell, et al., 2014).

3.1.3. Titan

Mars is not the only Solar System example of an annular polar vortex. Saturn's largest moon, Titan, also has 
one, with stratospheric PV peaking at around 65° latitude (Achterberg et al., 2011; Teanby et al., 2008; Sharkey 
et al., 2020b; Figures 1d and 6). Since Titan orbits in Saturn's equatorial plane it shares the same seasonal var-
iations, completing a full Titan year in ∼29.5 Earth years. Titan is tidally locked, with one hemisphere always 
facing Saturn, so has a day length of 15.9 Earth days, equal to its orbital period around Saturn. However, like 
Venus, Titan's atmosphere experiences super-rotation (Read & Lebonnois, 2018). Radiative timescales in Titan's 
polar stratosphere are ∼107s at 0.1 hPa, much shorter than Titan's year, allowing the vortices to respond rapidly to 

Figure 5. Mars' northern hemisphere polar vortex during a dust storm. Northern polar stereographic winter averages of Lait-scaled potential vorticity (shading) 
and zonal winds (contours) on the 350 K potential temperature surface. (a) The polar vortex during the Martian Year (MY) 28 global dust storm, and (b) the polar 
vortex averaged over MY 29–32, during which time there were no global dust storms. Data are extracted from the OpenMARS reanalysis data set and averaged over 
Ls = 255°–285°. Panels are bounded at 50°N and dashed lines of latitude are at intervals of 10°N. Figure adapted from Ball et al. (2021).
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seasonal forcing such that they peak in strength in the winter hemisphere (Achterberg et al., 2008, 2011; Teanby 
et al., 2019; Vinatier et al., 2020). Due to the large Rossby deformation radius on Titan (Table 1), the vortices are 
large yet still respond to perturbations as a coherent structure.

Some of the most valuable observations for understanding Titan's polar vortices are from the Cassini mission, 
which covers just under half a Titan year from northern mid-winter to northern summer solstice. Cassini's high 
orbital inclination phases allowed Titan's winter polar regions to be observed in detail, which is not possible from 
Earth-based observatories because Titan's winter pole faces away from the Earth (Table 1). Cassini's Composite 
InfraRed Spectrometer (Flasar et al., 2004; Nixon et al., 2019) is particularly valuable as it allows detailed meas-
urements of temperature and trace gases directly over both poles (Achterberg et al., 2011; Coustenis et al., 2020; 
Teanby et al., 2019; Sharkey et al., 2020b; Sylvestre et al., 2020; Vinatier et al., 2020; Figure 6).

Cassini observations revealed a rapid transition in the southern polar circulation direction just after northern 
spring equinox (Teanby et al., 2012) and the subsequent early formation stages of the south polar vortex (Teanby 
et al., 2017). Conversely, the northern vortex was observed while fully formed and during its decline as the sea-
sons changed from northern winter to northern summer. Modeling (Lebonnois et al., 2012) and extrapolations of 
the available observations (Teanby et al., 2019) suggest northern and southern vortices are similar in nature, but 
this has yet to be observationally verified.

The latitudinal extent of the vortices are greater on Titan than Earth and Mars (Flasar & Achterberg, 2008) and 
are almost perfectly zonally symmetric (Sharkey et al., 2020a). Observations of trace gases in Titan's polar re-
gions can be used to indirectly probe the circulation. Many of these gases are photochemically produced at high 
altitudes (i.e., above the stratosphere) and are removed by condensation in the lower stratosphere. This source-
sink relationship sets up vertical gradient profiles that have increasing relative abundance with increasing alti-
tude, with short lifetime species having stronger gradients (Teanby et al., 2009). Subsidence caused by the global 
overturning circulation advects enriched air down to stratospheric altitudes, causing strong enhancements in 
abundances that can be used to probe the atmospheric dynamics. Observations show that strong PV gradients of 
the vortex edge effectively isolate short-lived tracer enriched air (Sharkey et al., 2020b). For example, Figure 6c 
shows that HC3N, which has a lifetime much less than a Titan year, is confined within the vortex. However, for 
longer lived species there is evidence that tongues of gas extend away from the polar vortex suggesting a role for 
secondary circulations or wave dynamics and instabilities in cross-boundary mixing (Teanby et al., 2008; Vinatier 
et al., 2020).

The polar trace gases on Titan may also play a more active role in the circulation by significantly enhancing 
radiative cooling at the poles. Extreme enrichment of these photochemically produced gases has been suggested 
to affect the radiative balance over the poles, leading to unexpectedly cold stratospheric temperatures during 
early winter and a potential dynamical-radiative feedback (Teanby et al., 2017). The main coolers of this highly 
enriched polar mesosphere are C3H4, C4H2, and HC3N (Teanby et al., 2017). These are dynamically enriched by 
factors of 10–1,000 compared to equatorial regions, so significantly alter the radiative balance of the vortex, and 
may be enough to cause a sudden cooling. These extremely cold stratospheric temperatures were observed for 

Figure 6. Titan's polar vortex structure and evolution observed by Cassini Composite InfraRed Spectrometer. (a) Temperature at 1 hPa (Sharkey et al., 2020b) showing 
cold mid-stratosphere temperatures within the polar vortices. (b) Potential vorticity (PV) at 0.1 hPa (Sharkey et al., 2020b) showing strong PV gradients near the vortex 
edge and an annular PV structure, with peak PV at ∼65°. (c) HC3N volume mixing ratio (Teanby et al., 2019) showing confinement of a short lifetime (≪a Titan year) 
gas with in the polar vortex. Dotted vertical lines are the 2009 northern spring equinox and 2017 northern summer solstice. Dashed regions indicate approximate edge 
of northern and southern vortices.
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the first time during south polar vortex formation by Cassini (Teanby et al., 2017; Figure 6a). However, these 
extremely cold temperatures were not seen in the more evolved northern vortex, or indeed in the mid-winter 
southern vortex (Figure 6a), suggesting that subsidence-induced adiabatic heating is more important than radia-
tive cooling once Titan's vortex is fully formed (Teanby et al., 2017). This dynamic-radiative feedback is so far 
thought to be unique to Titan; on Earth (and indeed Mars and Venus) this is not the case, as CO2 is the dominant 
radiative cooling agent, which is well mixed and so not redistributed and concentrated into subsiding polar re-
gions in the same way (Teanby et al., 2017).

3.2. Gas Giant Planets in the Solar System

Polar vortices are not unique to terrestrial planetary bodies; we have observed them on all four of the solar system 
giant planets (Figure 3). We have known about the polar vortices on Saturn, Uranus and Neptune for decades, be-
cause ground-based telescopes have been able to observe them during the relevant seasons. This is only possible 
because the obliquity of these planets is large, in all cases greater than 25° (see Table 1).

3.2.1. Jupiter

Jupiter, with an obliquity of ∼3°, however, has only very recently had its polar region observed during polar orbits 
of the Juno probe (Bolton et al., 2017). Other missions flying by the planet were confined to Jupiter's equatorial 
plane, so suffered the same limitations as Earth-based measurements. The Juno spacecraft was able to view Ju-
piter's polar regions for the first time, using both visible and infrared (IR) sensors, and revealed a fascinating and 
unexpected Type II vortex at both poles. Located ∼0.5° offset from the North Pole, there exists a central, cyclonic 
vortex consisting of small-scale cloud structures (Figure 3). The central vortex is surrounded by eight cyclonic 
vortices of similar diameter (4,000–4,500 km) that are likely to have similar rotation rates around their axis of 
rotation, as the central vortex rotation does, ranging from ∼26–60 hr, depending on the vortex. However, given 
observational uncertainty, there may be some progressive motion (Adriani et al., 2018). The eight surrounding 
vortices form a quadrilateral structure with each side being composed of a line of three vortices which alternate 
between cloudier and clearer structures (Figure 3).

The southern polar vortex only contains five vortices surrounding a central vortex. The vortices are larger in di-
ameter by ∼1,500 km than those of the Northern Hemisphere, but are more spaced out, with clear gaps between 
the vortices filled with meso-scale wave and jet structures (see for instance Figure 1 in Adriani et al. (2018)). The 
central southern vortex has clearer cloud banding than its Northern counterpart, and the core of the vortex is far 
more elliptical than any of the other vortices (Adriani et al., 2018). Unlike in the Northern Hemisphere, there 
is a clear counter-clockwise progressive motion of the five surrounding vortices relative to the central vortex's 
rotation speed.

With only a single targeted mission to observe Jupiter's atmosphere, it is hard to discern the vertical extent of the 
polar vortices, and as such it is not obvious which layers of the atmosphere these exist in, or whether the struc-
ture is barotropic or baroclinic in nature. As the observations are currently from visible and IR sensors, they are 
mainly looking at the cloud “tropospheric” layer, although this does not preclude vortices at other levels in the 
atmosphere. With such a short observation period it is not clear how these vortex clusters will change with time, 
although the currently observed period suggests some migration of the vortices. The existence of stable Northern 
and Southern polar vortices at the same time is unusual for planets, although due to its axial tilt Jupiter does not 
really experience seasons and seasonality on other planets is often associated with the forming and breakdown of 
polar vortices, that is, through changes in latitudinal temperature gradients.

3.2.2. Saturn

Unlike on Jupiter, the polar vortices in Saturn's stratosphere (∼200–300 km above the cloud layer) are season-
al, but in the opposite sense to Earth, such that they are established before the summer and breakdown before 
winter (Fletcher et al., 2008; Orton & Yanamandra-Fisher, 2005). The Cassini probe has allowed us to observe 
Saturn's polar circulation in unprecedented detail (Baines et al., 2009; Sayanagi et al., 2018). As with most other 
known planetary polar vortices, a single Type I vortex exists centered on each pole, but smaller (typically 1,000–
1,500 km in diameter) cyclonic and anti-cyclonic features are also observed (Antuñano et al., 2018), reminiscent 
of Type II vortices, and these can be seen as bright spots in Figure 3. Both of Saturn's stratospheric polar vorti-
ces are circular in nature, with the polar vortex edge reaching speeds of 140–160 ms−1 (Antuñano et al., 2015; 
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Sayanagi et al., 2017). The peak PV in both hemispheres is at the pole, with the southern polar vortex exhibiting 
higher absolute values (Antuñano et al., 2019).

A distinctive feature in the northern hemisphere is that the vortex is surrounded by a zonal wavenumber-6 “hex-
agonal” westerly jet which peaks at around 100 ms−1. This jet was observed by Voyager in 1980 (Godfrey, 1988), 
and has persisted ever since, most likely resulting in two strong PV gradients within the polar region that con-
stitute the strong cyclone vortex, and a nearby jet (Figure 3; Antuñano et al., 2019; Fletcher et al., 2018; Scott & 
Polvani, 2006). While there exists a jet at a similar latitude in the southern hemisphere, it is weaker (Sayanagi 
et al., 2018), and does not have the same wavenumber-6 pattern, despite having similar PV gradients (and as such 
potential for instabilities; Antuñano et al., 2019).

The polar vortices exist for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 100 km in the vertical, covering both the stratosphere and troposphere, but it is not 
currently known how far below the visible cloud layer they extend (Sayanagi et al., 2018). The tropospheric polar 
vortices share many similar characteristics of the stratospheric ones, but importantly are present all year round, 
still with similar strengths though (Dyudina et al., 2008). In the Northern Hemisphere, the tropospheric polar 
vortex again has a close-by hexagonal jet (Allison et al., 1990). The tropospheric vortex is highly convective, 
with an inner and outer eyewall of cloud extending to the tropopause (Dyudina et al., 2008). As with the other 
gas planets, the vortices on Saturn are associated with a warm polar region (Dyudina et al., 2009; Orton & Yana-
mandra-Fisher, 2005). There is a suggestion that within these polar vortices subsidence takes place, as evidenced 
from increased optical thicknesses of the stratospheric hazes and the location of the base of the tropospheric haze 
(Sanz-Requena et al., 2018).

3.2.3. Uranus and Neptune

The polar regions on the icy giants Uranus and Neptune are less well studied because there have been no high-in-
clination space missions equivalent to Juno or Cassini for these planets, with only the single Voyager 2 flybys in 
1986 and 1989, respectively. The Voyager observations of the polar regions are augmented with ground-based 
telescopic observations, with advances in adaptive optics and radio interferometry affording detailed if some-
times rather oblique polar views (de Pater et al., 2014). Using the available observations, the strongest evidence of 
polar vortices comes from identifying polar clouds. Such features are observed in Uranus' southern polar region, 
with a symmetric vortex centered slightly off the pole, rotating with a period of ∼24 hr and extending out to 84°S 
(Karkoschka, 2015). Uranus' North polar region also clearly has cloud or haze features (de Pater et al., 2015; 
Sromovsky et al., 2012) but no corresponding vortex edge is observed (Figure 3), suggesting Uranian vortices 
may be a seasonal phenomenon like on most other planets (Brueshaber et al., 2019; Sanders, 2017).

Neptune's north polar region has been particularly difficult to observe due to its axial tilt shadowing it from 
Earth for a number of decades (Table 1), meaning the circulation features cannot be tracked (Karkoschka, 2015). 
However, in the Southern Hemisphere, a bright polar cloud structure has been observed which resembles the con-
vective polar vortices on Saturn (Fletcher et al., 2012, 2015), and which has persisted since the Voyager era, far 
longer than other convective systems at lower latitudes on Neptune (Irwin et al., 2016; Luszcz-Cook et al., 2010). 
It has been reported that this region constituted a hot pole, and argued that it was due to seasonal heating (Or-
ton et al., 2007), although it could also be a hole in the clouds, allowing for detection of warmer regions of the 
atmosphere. As with Jupiter and Saturn, it is likely that this is a stable polar vortex, but unlike those planets, the 
polar vortex on Neptune is significantly larger in latitudinal extent, with the edge located at ∼80°S (Luszcz-Cook 
et al., 2010).

4. Theory and Modeling
Observations can only take us so far in our understanding of planetary polar vortices, in part because there are 
many aspects of a planetary system we cannot directly observe but also because it is not possible to test the 
controlling factors of the system by switching on or off certain processes or “forcings.” It is therefore necessary 
to combine observations with theory and a hierarchy of models to develop a fuller understanding of the polar 
vortices (Figure 7). In this section, we give an overview of a range of complexity of models that can be used to 
understand polar vortices in some way. These range from very idealized models used to understand the basics of 
vortex dynamics, through to comprehensive models of individual planetary polar vortices.
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Perhaps the simplest representation of a polar vortex is as a region of uniform PV, or “vortex patch.” Studies 
date back to Kirchhoff (1876), with the original vortex stability results (Love, 1893) and sheared vortex regimes 
(Kida, 1981) still just as relevant today in understanding the stability of monopolar PV distributions, such as 
Earth's stratospheric polar vortex (Matthewman & Esler, 2011). Elliptical perturbations to the vortex edge may 
be readily generalized to any azimuthal wavenumber: the vortex patch again provides a convenient model for the 
study of finite amplitude Rossby waves on the edges of monopolar vortices and the dynamics of wave breaking 
(Dritschel, 1986; Polvani & Plumb, 1992; Waugh & Dritschel, 1991).

Another straightforward generalization of the vortex patch model, relevant to cases of non-monopolar polar 
vortices, is by considering an annular distribution of uniform PV in which the PV maximum is located at a finite 
radius from the pole. Such configurations tend to be dynamically unstable. The linear stability of the equivalent 
distribution in planar Cartesian geometry, comprising a uniform strip of vorticity, was described originally by 
(Rayleigh, 1880). The original analysis has been subsequently modified to include the effects of nonlinearity 
and spherical geometry (Dritschel & Polvani, 1992; Figure 7a) as well as the effect of finite deformation radius 
(Waugh & Dritschel, 1991).

In both monopolar patch and annulus cases, the extension from two to three dimensions is straightforward, if 
computationally more expensive. To the extent that many of the dominant dynamical processes are layerwise 

Figure 7. Major features of planetary polar vortices as simulated in a hierarchy of single-layer and stratified models of varying complexity. (a) Instability of a Mars- 
or Titan-like annular vortex in a nondivergent barotropic model (Dritschel & Polvani, 1992). (b) Mars-like annular polar vortex simulated in a divergent barotropic 
(shallow water) model with thermal relaxation (Seviour et al., 2017). (c) Saturn-like hexagonal jet in a rotating tank laboratory experiment (Aguiar et al., 2010). (d) 
Jupiter-like multiple-vortex equilibrium in a quasi-geostrophic Boussinesq simulation (Reinaud & Dritschel, 2019). (e) Earth-like stratospheric polar vortex splitting 
event simulated in a dry primitive equation model with Newtonian relaxation of temperature (Scott & Polvani, 2006). (f) Forecast of the 2002 Antarctic sudden 
stratospheric warming in a comprehensive general circulation model (O’Neill et al., 2017).
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two-dimensional, the two-dimensional models still provide a useful dynamical framework in which to test hy-
potheses in many cases of interest. The idealization of uniform PV inside and outside the patch or annulus can be 
easily generalized to continuous distributions. The annulus model was recently used to study the growth of dis-
turbances in the context of the annular Martian polar vortex, which can be viewed, for example, as resulting from 
a competition between dynamical instability and the restoring effects of radiative forcing (Rostami et al., 2018; 
Scott et al., 2020; Seviour et al., 2017). Another application is to the hexagonal wave structure observed near 
Saturn's pole. While the hexagon exists on a jet surrounding the more compact polar vortex at its center, rather 
than the polar vortex itself, its development may again be examined in terms of the basic two-dimensional PV 
distributions. The simplest description is that of a wave on the edge of a vortex patch, following Deem and Za-
busky (1978) and Polvani and Dritschel (1993), though perhaps a more realistical picture is given in terms of the 
instability of an annular structure coupled to a central patch (Rostami et al., 2017).

In a similar way, the study of arrays of vortex patches or point vortices, and the motions of single patches on a 
background planetary vorticity gradient can provide insight into the polar vortices on the gas giants. Polar cy-
clones on Saturn, Uranus and Neptune may all be expected to arise under very general conditions as a result of 
vortex beta-drift, whereby coherent cyclones induce circulation patterns that result in a net poleward drift of the 
cyclone (Lam & Dritschel, 2001; O’Neill et al., 2016). This is of course also true for terrestrial planets, although 
often in the troposphere friction prevents vortices from reaching the pole. For instance, analogous to tropical 
cyclone drift to mid-latitudes on Earth. For Saturn, the poleward drift and subsequent merging of cyclones was 
demonstrated to result in persistent polar accumulation of cyclonic vorticity under general conditions and with 
no external forcings (Baines et al., 2009; Dyudina et al., 2008, 2009). Cyclones will migrate to the pole if their 
initial strength exceeds the PV at the pole by about 12% (Scott, 2011), a constraint that effectively limits polar ac-
cumulation to vortices originally relatively close to the pole. The speed of poleward migration is slower at smaller 
planetary Rossby deformation radius, Ld, which already gives a key to different in planetary polar vortices (Ta-
ble 1). A closely related parameter, the planetary Burger number 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = (𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑∕𝑎𝑎)2 , where a is the planetary radius, 
has also been shown to be a key parameter controlling polar vortex regimes (O’Neill et al., 2015). When varied in 
conjunction with an energy potential parameter (this energy could take the form of, e.g., latent heat), then vortices 
that share characteristics of those observed on other planets can be established. Notably if the energy parameter 
is too small then cyclones cannot reach the pole before their energy is radiated away in the form of Rossby waves.

An attempt at fitting Jupiter's vortices into this dynamical framework was subsequently undertaken (Brueshaber 
et al., 2019) and two additionally controlling parameters were found (albeit less important than the Burger num-
ber). These were the initial cyclone strength, and the ratio of the number of initial cyclones versus initial anti-
cyclones. These additional parameters were found to modify the transitions between different giant planet polar 
dynamical regimes, namely ice-giants and Saturn, but also to some extent Jupiter, although the observed config-
uration (Adriani et al., 2018) was not fully reproduced. Insight into the multiple vortex configurations on Jupiter 
can also be drawn from existing stability criteria obtained for arrays of point vortices or patches. While the orig-
inal observations of the Jovian vortex arrays generated a certain degree of excitement, theoretical studies of the 
stability of such configurations date back to (Thomson, 1883), who showed that an array of up to five regularly 
spaced point vortices forms a stable configuration. Since then numerous studies have extended Thomson's result 
by considering, for example, background shear or the addition of a central vortex, both of which have a stabilizing 
effect (Fine et al., 1995; Schecter et al., 1999). A recent example in which a stable ring of vortices surrounds a 
central one in a Boussinesq atmosphere is shown in Figure 7d (Reinaud & Dritschel, 2019), although from these 
examples it is unclear as to why these clusters may form on Jupiter, but not the other gas giants.

The natural tendency of migrating vortices to merge at the pole is clearly not happening on Jupiter, and it is likely 
that each Jovian cyclonic vortex is “shielded” by a band of anti-cyclonic air on the vortex edge, acting to repel the 
sibling vortices (Li et al., 2020). Figure 8 show a shallow water simulation of this process as an example of how 
it may happen on Jupiter. An intruding shielded vortex migrates from low latitudes and reaches the cluster at day 
17, rotating around the Type II polar vortex cluster until it finds a way in at around day 58, ultimately forming 
a new stable configuration. This type of process could explain the different numbers of vortices at Jupiter's two 
poles, as well as the recently observed vortex migration.

From the combined theory and modeling discussed above, a natural question then arises: what aspects of polar 
vortices can be understood in terms of the freely evolving, unforced dynamics alone, and what aspects are intrin-
sically related to dynamical or thermodynamical forcings present in the system? A suitable system for addressing 
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this is the single-layer shallow water model, or its quasi-geostrophic approximation, representing the quasi-hori-
zontal dynamics between two isentropic surfaces. Such a model may capture the most relevant motions in a shal-
low atmosphere when f/N is large (where f is the Coriolis parameter, and N the Brunt-Väisälä frequency), possibly 
with additional explicit forcings to represent the effects of parts of the atmosphere outside the layer of interest; 
the use of such forcings thus allows some fully three-dimensional effects to be included. The shallow atmosphere 
model has a long history of applications to the Earth's winter stratospheric polar vortex, where many ideas of 
mixing and transport, surf zone formation, gradient intensification and the formation of transport barriers, have 
all been convincingly illustrated and analyzed (Juckes, 1989; Polvani et al., 1995) and it also captures some of 
the key features of certain vortex breakdown events (Liu & Scott, 2015; Matthewman & Esler, 2011; Rong & 
Waugh, 2004). In these cases, the appropriate forcings are a relaxation on the layer thickness, representing the 
effects of radiative cooling in the polar night, and a bottom wave perturbation, representing the combined effects 
of all upward planetary wave propagation from the troposphere.

Non-Earth polar vortices may be forced in much the same way, with appropriate choice of radiative equilibrium 
and wave forcing. This approach was adopted recently to examine the persistence and dynamical stability of the 
annular polar vortex on Mars (e.g., Figure 7b), considering under what conditions such a vortex may persist in an 
approximately zonally symmetric state, or alternatively break up transiently into a more eddy dominated regime 
(Rostami et al., 2018; Seviour et al., 2017). Different regimes are found to be governed by the strength of the 
annular forcing, the radiative relaxation timescale, as well as details of topographic forcing. Mixing and transport 
are altered dramatically according to the regime and so understanding persistence is key to understanding atmos-
pheric composition on Mars, and more generally on atmospheres with similar annular structures. Titan's polar 
vortex is a key example here, with radiatively active tracer isolation and subsidence inside the vortex being key 
to its development and evolution (Teanby et al., 2017).

While the radiative forcing used by Seviour et al. (2017) is a natural and convenient way of forcing the basic 
annular structure, an alternative is to represent the latitudinal transport of angular momentum by the Hadley cell 
outflow, which on Mars and Titan can extend to 60° (Figure 3) latitude or beyond in the northern hemisphere 
winters (Sharkey et al., 2020a; Teanby et al., 2019; Waugh et al., 2016). Again, while the Hadley cell itself is an 
intrinsically three-dimensional circulation, it may be represented in the shallow water model by an appropriate 
mass source/sink in the layer thickness (Shell & Held, 2004). This approach was adapted to the Mars regime by 
allowing a stronger and more asymmetric Hadley cell (Scott et al., 2020). The advantage is that it captures the 
zero PV of the angular momentum conserving circulation in a natural way (Held & Hou, 1980). Meanwhile, la-
tent heat release from carbon dioxide deposition over the winter pole alters the polar PV (Toigo et al., 2017) and 
the effects of the two processes on the annular distribution can be analyzed in isolation.

Figure 8. A simulation of Jupiter's vortex clusters, showing (a) an intruder migrating in, (b) rotation of that intruder around the main cluster, and (c) integration of the 
intruder into the main cluster. The vortex of interest has a dashed circle around it. The direction of rotation of the configuration is given in the left panel. Figure adapted 
from Li et al. (2020).
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Moving toward more complex models, a large number of studies have investigated polar vortices in stratified 
atmospheres using three-dimensional integrations of the primitive equations (Figure 7e). In their simplest form, 
these consist of a Newtonian thermal relaxation toward a specified temperature profile, in place of an explicit 
representation of radiation (Held & Suarez, 1994). Such relaxation schemes have been adapted for application 
to Earth's polar stratosphere (Jucker et al., 2014; Polvani & Kushner, 2002) and are able to capture a realistic 
vortex climatology, as well as both split and displacement sudden stratospheric warming events (Gerber & Pol-
vani, 2009). By varying surface topographic and surface heating forcings, as well as lower-stratospheric winds, 
within such simulations, studies have made progress in explaining the observed seasonality and inter-hemispheric 
differences in the frequency of sudden stratospheric warmings (Lindgren et al., 2018; Martineau et al., 2018; 
Scott & Polvani, 2006; Sheshadri et al., 2015). Similar Newtonian relaxation schemes have been applied to the 
atmospheres of Venus (Lee et al., 2007, 2010; Yamamoto & Takahashi, 2006), with Lee et al. (2010) in particular 
simulating the hemispheric polar vortex and associated spiral arms seen in observations, and Mars (Collins & 
James, 1995; Haberle et al., 1997; Thomson & Vallis, 2019b), with the addition of a temperature lower bound to 
represent CO2 condensation. While these studies produced relatively realistic polar zonal winds, they have not 
focused in detail on polar vortex structure.

At the top of the hierarchy of model complexity sit comprehensive general circulation models (GCMs; Fig-
ure 7f), which include both a radiation scheme, parameterizations for subgrid-scale processes such as convection 
and clouds, and possibly a coupled ocean and interactive atmospheric chemistry. In recent years, many Earth 
GCMs have moved toward increased vertical resolution in the stratosphere, leading to an improvement in their 
representation of the stratospheric polar vortex and its variability (Charlton-Perez et al., 2013). Despite this, there 
remain longstanding biases including too few sudden stratospheric warming events in most models (Charlton 
& Polvani, 2007), as well as an underestimate of the relative frequency of split vortex (or zonal wavenumber-2) 
events (Seviour et al., 2016) (though it should be noted that biases vary widely between models). Importantly, 
GCMs are used to understand how vortex variability may vary under climate change, an area of research where 
great uncertainty remains (see Baldwin et al. (2020), for a detailed discussion). Some Martian GCMs include 
comprehensive representations of the global dust cycle and dust aerosol properties, with many GCMs able to 
simulate prescribed or freely evolving dust storms, and CO2 condensation which both play significant roles in 
polar vortex dynamics, as discussed in Section 3. Indeed, Toigo et al. (2017) showed that if the process of CO2 
condensation is turned off in their GCM, the vortex took on a monopolar, rather than annular PV structure, and 
so argued that it is this process which leads to the observed annulus. Ball et al. (2021) showed that with the in-
clusion of dust in an idealized Martian GCM the mean-state and variability of the northern Martian polar vortex 
were significantly better captured. Titan GCMs have been developed to include a representation of the methane 
cycle (Lora et al., 2015), and have been applied to simulate the tropospheric and stratospheric circulations, though 
modeling studies have not focused explicitly on polar vortex structure. There are, in addition, great uncertainties 
when comparing existing Titan GCMs (Lebonnois et al., 2012; Lora et al., 2019), particularly in the strength of 
extratropical zonal winds and the degree of superrotation (Newman et al., 2011). Continued improvement in the 
simulation of planetary polar vortices will necessitate more detailed inclusion of important physical processes in 
GCMs, while at the same time gaining physical insight and understanding from the use of more idealized models.

5. Polar Vortices in the Laboratory
Laboratory studies provide an alternative type of model which complements those discussed in Section 4 (Fig-
ure 7c). Perhaps the most common type of laboratory study concerned with large-scale atmospheric dynamics 
is the thermally driven rotating annulus experiment, on which there is a vast literature that we do not completely 
review here, where a rotating cylinder of fluid is cooled at the inner boundary and heated at the outer boundary, 
representing the differential heating of a planet by its star (e.g., Fultz et al., 1959; Hide, 1953). Thermally driven 
rotating annulus experiments have mostly been concerned with studying regimes of baroclinically unstable sit-
uations, perhaps most relevant to midlatitude on Earth and other planets. For example, transitions are typically 
observed from axisymmetric overturning Hadley-cells, through weakly nonlinear wave-like regimes to full ge-
ostrophic turbulence with multiple jets as parameters are changed (e.g., Bastin & Read, 1998; Hart, 1972; Hide 
& Mason, 1970, 1975; Read, 2011; Spence & Fultz, 1977). Such baroclinic-wave-like behavior and interactions 
with the overturning circulation are perhaps most relevant for polar vortices like those on Mars, whose baroclinic 
wave-like behavior has been compared with the wave-like regimes in rotating annuli (Collins & James, 1995), 
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although there are certainly parallels to be drawn between the wave dynamics observed in annulus experiments, 
and the waves typically found on the polar vortex edge on Earth. One weakness of using such experiments for 
studies of polar vortices specifically is that they necessarily contain some kind of central barrier near the axis 
of rotation (normally used to contain a source of cooling to drive horizontal motion within the annulus). Such a 
barrier therefore prevents a vortex forming right over the pole. Experiments forced in other ways can remove the 
need for such a central column, and thus study jet formation and polar vortex formation in polar regions. One par-
ticular example of this is the experiment of (Afanasyev & Wells, 2005), which is a rectangular rotating tank with 
a cylindrical insert, and is forced by an initial array of vortex dipoles created through the combination of electrical 
currents and an array of magnets. Such a setup is found to produce circumpolar jet streams, and displays a PV 
maximum over the pole, and a wavy jet edge, somewhat reminiscent of a typical Type I vortex (see e.g., Figure 
2a of Y. Afanasyev and Wells (2005)). Varying the rotation rate of such an experiment allows vortex properties to 
be compared across different regimes, with smaller values of β producing a more isotropic region of chaotically 
interacting circular vortices. For a more general discussion of experiments of this kind, see Afanasyev (2019).

For planets where the thermally driven meridional overturning circulation is not connected to the polar vortex, 
for example, those on the giant planets, the thermally driven annulus experiments are perhaps less relevant. 
There are a relatively small number of studies, however, that have investigated such polar vortices in laboratory 
experiments. A key example is the study of Saturn's polar hexagon (Aguiar et al., 2010; see also Figure 7c), with 
other more generalized examples also providing relevant insight (Montabone, Wordsworth, Aguiar, Jacoby, Read, 
et al., 2010; Montabone, Wordsworth, Aguiar, Jacoby, Manfrin, et al., 2010). These studies use rotating tanks 
without any differential heating. They are based on the idea that the wave-like polygonal shapes around polar 
vortices are a manifestation of barotropic instability. Others have used a differentially rotating section of their 
tank's upper lid to spin up a barotropically unstable jet (Aguiar et al., 2010). They find regimes where wave-like 
perturbations are superposed on the jet, which saturate at finite amplitude, with the wavenumber of the perturba-
tion depending on their parameters. Although they cannot approach Saturnian parameters with all of their control 
parameters, a Saturn-like Rossby number can be attained, and this regime shows a preference for hexagonal wave-
6 waves. Similar results have also been found in other studies (Montabone, Wordsworth, Aguiar, Jacoby, Read, 
et al., 2010; Montabone, Wordsworth, Aguiar, Jacoby, Manfrin, et al., 2010), but in a setup where their vortex is 
created by having a sink of fluid over the center of their tank. They also find low-wavenumber perturbations to 
the vortices that share some similarities with perturbations seen on Earth, Venus and Saturn. More recent numer-
ical work has suggested that perhaps the presence of a polar vortex over the pole is important to produce a more 
Saturn-like hexagon than is produced in these lab experiments (Rostami et al., 2017), but in essence the paper 
highlights the same mechanism - namely that barotropic instability is able to generate the hexagonal pattern.

One weakness, perhaps, of past laboratory experiments studying polar vortices on giant planets is that they do not 
readily include the poleward migration of small vortices that may be relevant for forming polar vortices (as de-
scribed in Section 4). To include such effects in a lab experiment would require the representation of the β effect, 
and a mechanism for producing small vortices. As is well-known, the β effect can be represented through the use 
of either a sloping bottom boundary (when using a fixed-upper lid), or by utilizing the parabolic shape adopted 
by a rotating mass of fluid with a free upper surface. It is possible to represent small-scale moist convection in 
lab experiments using saline injections (e.g., Read et al., 2004), vertical forcing through the use of magnets (e.g., 
Afanasyev & Wells, 2005), and of course small vortices can be generated through thermally driven convection 
(e.g., in rotating annuli). Perhaps one future direction for laboratory experiments relating to polar vortices would 
be to attempt to represent both the barotropic-instability of polar jet streams and the poleward migration of small 
vortices, with the hope that the interaction of these mechanisms could be better understood.

A significant insight gained from laboratory experiments is the utility of regime diagrams, which are commonly 
used to describe the flow behavior as a function of parameters in laboratory experiments (Read, 2011). These 
have recently proved insightful when describing regimes of behavior in global circulation model experiments 
using non-dimensional (Thomson & Vallis,  2019a; Wang et  al.,  2018), or dimensional parameters (Kaspi & 
Showman, 2015; Komacek & Abbot, 2019). As studies of planetary polar vortices are extended to wider param-
eter ranges, such regime diagrams may also prove useful for understanding polar vortex behaviors over a range 
of planetary attributes.
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6. Thinking Beyond Our Solar System
Given that over 4,000 exoplanets have been discovered to date, many with 
substantial atmospheres (NASA Exoplanet Archive: doi:10.26133/NEA1), 
the polar vortices in our solar system are likely to represent only a small 
subset of polar vortices that could exist in a planetary atmosphere. If Earth 
were an exoplanet, our current IR measurements would observe the upper at-
mosphere, namely the stratosphere and mesosphere, but not the troposphere. 
Polar circulations in these regions are particularly important because they can 
redistribute atmospheric constituents, depending on how stable they are. Ob-
servation-based estimates of the zonal wind speed for planetary bodies outside 
the solar system exist, for instance, on brown dwarfs, which are hypothesized 
to have polar vortex-dominated regimes (Apai et al., 2021). By comparing 
the period of the IR emissions from the upper atmosphere, with the period of 
the radio emissions from the planet interior, Allers et al. (2020) estimated that 
their chosen brown dwarf had strong westerlies of 650 ± 310 ms−1, although 
subsequent modeling studies have not been able to capture the magnitude of 
these winds (Tan & Showman, 2021).

Due to the nature of the detection methods used, the known exoplanets are 
normally very close to their parent star and have very fast orbital periods, 
often equivalent to 5–35 Earth days. One consequence of this is that tidal 
forces are stronger, often resulting in the planetary rotation rate and orbital 
periods synchronizing, which puts their atmospheres into very different re-
gimes than those observed in our solar system. These are known as tidally 
locked regimes, and the majority of exoplanet atmospheric dynamics studies 
have focused on this regime type.

To date, there have been no targeted studies modeling polar vortices on exoplanets but there have been a number 
of studies looking at other features of planetary atmospheric circulation, notably either atmospheric winds in a 
general sense, or the Hadley circulation which is a controlling factor for some polar vortices. In the context of 
exoplanets, these studies generally fall into two categories. The first are targeted studies of a specific exoplanet 
atmosphere. The most common systems studied are TRAPPIST and Proxima Centuri, as those have been some 
of the most observed and have high chances of Earth-like planets. While not all necessary atmospheric boundary 
conditions to run GCMs of exoplanets are yet measurable, Fauchez et al. (2020) modeled the atmospheric circula-
tion of TRAPPIST-1e using plausible assumptions of the unknown parameters. Here, we show their data re-plot-
ted to focus on the polar region (Figure 9), where a polar vortex with strong zonal winds (50–60 ms−1) exists, with 
cold polar temperatures, much like some of the vortices described in Section 3. However, polar vortices do not 
always exist, and Carone et al. (2015) showed that polar tropospheric jets were possible for some tidally locked 
planets with specific planetary parameters. However, these did not exist on planets with longer orbital periods, 
in which cases radial flow dominated over the zonal flows. The relationship is more apparent for larger planets, 
for instance some of those in the Proxima Centuri system. Expanding on their earlier work, Carone et al. (2018) 
specifically look at the stratospheric circulation on exoplanets within the TRAPPIST and Proxima Centuri, and 
identify weak polar jets in both hemispheres at the same time, but only when the stratospheric overturning circu-
lation was dominated by extra-tropical vertical Rossby wave activity. If instead it is dominated by tropical wave 
activity, the jets were not established.

The second category of exoplanetary analysis is focused more on the idealized nature of atmospheric regimes to 
changes in planetary parameters, such as the planetary rotation rate, or planetary radius, rather than modeling a 
specific exoplanet. These studies consider both tidally locked, and freely rotating exoplanets, and show in both 
cases that tropospheric jets can form in the polar regions for Earth-sized exoplanets (Edson et al., 2011). Again, 
these studies do not explicitly focus on the polar vortices, but we can infer some characteristics from other circula-
tion diagnostics. For instance, a body of research shows that the width of the Hadley cell has a strong dependence 
on the planetary rotation rate and radius, with the cell extending further poleward for slower rotating planets, or 
smaller radii planets (Held & Hou, 1980; Kaspi & Showman, 2015; Komacek & Abbot, 2019). The atmospher-
ic cloud particle size has a secondary effect, with larger particles giving rise to a more vigorous atmospheric 

Figure 9. Northern polar stereographic plot of temperature (shading) and 
zonal wind (vectors) on the 5 hPa level from model simulations of TRAPPIST-
1e. Dashed lines correspond to 30°, 60°N and the figure is bounded at the 
equator. Data is taken from the HAB1 Unified Model experiment from 
Fauchez et al. (2020).

https://doi.org/10.26133/NEA1
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circulation, which will be especially important for planets with convectively active polar vortices, such as the 
solar system gas-giants (Komacek & Abbot, 2019). The atmospheric mass of the planet is another key parameter 
that is strongly correlated with the strength of the Hadley Cell, with thicker atmospheres giving rise to stronger 
poleward transport (Chemke & Kaspi, 2017).

Importantly, almost all studies of exoplanet atmospheric circulation have focused on equinox conditions. How-
ever, as we have discussed in Sections 1–4, many polar vortices have strong seasonal dependence, existing only 
from autumn until spring. There is a clear need, therefore, for understanding the solstice and seasonally varying 
properties of exoplanet atmospheric circulation.

Considering the vast numbers of planetary parameters that have a controlling influence on atmospheric dynamics 
(Guendelman & Kaspi, 2018; Kaspi & Showman, 2015; Komacek & Abbot, 2019; Read et al., 2018; Thomson 
& Vallis, 2019a; Wang et al., 2018), it is likely that polar vortex dynamical regimes exist that are far beyond what 
we have yet imagined.

7. Summary and Outlook
In this review, building on research from the 1800s to the present day, we have indicated how the observed gen-
esis and structure of planetary polar vortices can be understood in terms of (a) basic planetary parameters which 
control the freely evolving large-scale circulation, such as planetary rotation rate or atmospheric stratification, (b) 
global forcings such as solar forcing and obliquity, and (c) local forcing processes, such as the Martian latent heat-
ing from the condensation of atmospheric constituents. Within this framework, and the wider literature discussed 
throughout the review, we note the following key challenges for planetary polar vortex research in the future:
 • To what extent do forcing asymmetries alter the structure of polar vortices? The largest unknowns come in the 

local forcings, and in some cases the forcings, such as the nature and organization of convection on gas giants 
are not necessarily known (Dyudina et al., 2008; Thomson & McIntyre, 2016).

 • What determines if a planet will have a polar vortex of Type I or II? Understanding what forcing mechanisms 
in a system can lead to multiple vortex configurations could in the future point to possible explanations of 
the vortex structures observed at Jupiter's poles, for instance. Understanding of how the various mechanisms 
interact with each other, perhaps as a function of planetary parameters, is a related and important step in un-
derstanding this question.

 • What are the stabilizing forces of the annular polar vortices for the planets that have them? Such structures are 
clear on Mars, and Titan, although the exact stabilizing mechanisms are still unknown. The degree to which 
the Venusian polar vortex is annular is still debated.

 • What is the role of atmospheric composition in defining vortex structure and evolution? This could be in 
terms of the effect of local gas enrichments on radiative forcing as in the case of Titan (Teanby et al., 2017), 
or condensation of major species providing a latent heat source as in the case of Mars (Toigo et al., 2017). 
Dynamical redistribution of trace species by the circulation means such processes may also play a role in the 
giant planets. It is therefore important to consider such effects in future GCMs.

 • How far below the cloud top do the polar vortices extend in gas planets? This is even unknown for Saturn and 
Jupiter, where we have much greater coverage of their polar atmospheres. Focusing on convection processes 
in our comprehensive models will likely shed light in this area.

 • Can exoplanet observations and modeling of polar vortices combine to help both communities? Some (highly 
uncertain) observation-derived estimates for zonal wind speeds on exoplanets exist, but in the coming decades 
these will increase in quantity and quality. Using theory and modeling to identify potential planets of interest 
will help inform observers as to where to look. In turn, better observations help improve our overall theories 
of polar vortex dynamics.

 • What other types of polar vortex could exist in the exotic atmospheres outside our solar system? While there 
have been some studies where different planetary parameters, and scaling relationships, have been iterated to 
understand how features of polar vortices and jets depend on them (e.g., Brueshaber et al., 2019; Guendelman 
& Kaspi, 2018), there remains a wide parameter-space that exoplanets could exist in, and that could provide 
a deeper understanding of the atmospheric dynamics. Given the utility of regime diagrams for understanding 
dependence on parameters, we suggest that creation of regime diagrams for polar vortices be a priority for 
future research, showing how the properties of the vortex can be understood in terms of dimensional and 
non-dimensional planetary parameters.
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Beyond this, there is now a clear need to place our understanding of polar vortices and their governing processes, 
developed for individual solar system planets, into a single dynamical framework along the lines of the three 
categories presented at the beginning of this summary. This is especially true now given the rapidly increasing 
volume of exoplanetary data, that will be further enhanced by imminent new exoplanet-focused initiatives, such 
as the James Webb Space Telescope.

Data Availability Statement
Data Availability Statement The atmospheric model and observation data used for the original figures in the study 
(Figures 1, 6 and 9) are available at the University of Bristol data repository, data.bris, via https://doi.org/10.5523/
bris.22xc4ls5z02y426k8raaezytkp (Mitchell & Ball, 2021). For all other figures, the source citation or repository 
is given in the caption of the figure. All plotting code is available in Mitchell et al. (2021).
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